BE UNIQUE
The style book with new fabrics for your own individual
home. Get cosy and let the 2021 spring-summer trends
inspire you.

Cover: Mowgli 8008 / 186, Bussero 1544 / 685

TEXTILE MAKEOVER
Have a look at our before and after comparison to see
how you can make a big impact with just a little fabric.

BE UNIQUE –
FABRICS AS UNIQUE
AS YOU ARE
Colourful, loud, nature-loving, bold, fashionable, intellectual,
traditional or extravagant? No matter what type of person
you are, you are unique and individual, just like the fabrics of
the new spring collection BE UNIQUE by ADO Goldkante.
They are all waiting to bring your personality and style into
your very own interior.
Design your home according to your personal preferences
and needs. Fabrics make a positive change in the room,
improve room acoustics, protect against unwanted views,
contribute to a sense of well-being or simply create a great
atmosphere. Whether you like your home lively, are looking
for some relaxation, or simply want to enjoy tranquillity. With
the wide diversity of ADO and our low maintenance fabrics,
you can decorate your home uniquely – BE UNIQUE!
ADO Goldkante stands for quality from Germany. Repre-

Artus 3012 / 554

sented in more than 30 countries and available at over 6,000
partner stores, the brand has been bringing style and warmth
into your home for more than 60 years.
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Hector 3017 / 554

Akela 3134 / 953

Shanti 9825 / 995, Bussero 1544 / 332

A TRULY UNIQUE
INTERIOR
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Merlin 8006 / 195

Tassilo 3510 / 191

Palila 1226 / 682

Pelinor 4021 / 153

Fellow 1585 / 553 + 444 + 993

BE
COMFORTABLE

Fellow 1585 / 686 + 886 + 444
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Candenza 3509 / 664, Fellow 1585 / 332

Mowgli 8008 / 154, Fellow 1585 / 195 + 684

All for one. And one for all. FELLOW is the perfect choice
for any upholstered furniture – whether chairs, corner benches,
armchairs, sofas, solitaires or cushions. The upholstery fabric
is straightforward, easy to care for and is available in 70 casual
home colours; this being so, it’s always ready for life – and for
any stain, which disappears again quickly with just some
clear water. What does remain: a good-looking FELLOW,
that you can rely on anytime and anywhere.

MADE FOR REAL LIFE
STAIN PROTECTION reduces the penetration of water, dirt, oil or grease and makes
them easy to wipe off. Products equipped
with ADO SMART CLEAN are durable and
easy to clean. Removable covers can even be
washed in the washing machine.
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Madame Mim 4022 / 131

Archimedes 3311 / 553

BE RELAXED

For those who like it more relaxed, natural and yet sophisticated: The low maintenance fabrics of the BE RELAXED
collection combine these qualities like no other. Great textures and exceptional feel transform any interior into your
very own personal interior: Showcase and combine the fabrics
with modern furniture, beautiful accessories and your favourite
heirlooms – for a home as unique as you are.

LUST FOR COLOUR
Eva from @lumikello__ has a very colourful home.
She has created her very own feel-good world that
radiates cheer and makes life a lot more colourful.
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BE
BALANCED

With time, the frequent wear and tear on upholstered
furniture becomes visible. Fortunately, we don't have
to part with our favourite pieces right away, because new
covers work wonders and make them shine again.
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Hathi 9824 / 894, Fellow 1585 / 615

YOUR FAVOURITE PLACE

Bagheera 1016 / 393, Kay 9826 / 555

Rama 2582 / 684, Fellow 1585 / 332

If you like a touch of the tropics or like to surround yourself
with flowers and plants, the fabrics from the BE BALANCED
collection are exactly your thing. Natural elements, sometimes
discreet as a burnout, sometimes as a jacquard weave, as
a striking print in subtle, balanced or bold colours create a
harmonious atmosphere in the comfort of your home.
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BE
SOPHISTICATED

Belle 2628 / 554

Chip 3310 / 174

Transform your comfort zone into a comfort oasis. Using
Using elegant and high-quality textiles that are nonetheless uncomplicated and easy to care for. For this, the BE
SOPHISTICATED collection has a lot in store for you: expressive applications, statement prints, chic jacquards and
elite solid colours.

WALL COLOUR MAGIC
Plumette 8007 / 334

Colours are not only an expression of your individuality,
but can also change and positively influence the perception of entire rooms. Large rooms become cosier and
small rooms can appear visually larger.
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Vasco 1222 / 695, Ryse 3041 / 934

BE
EXTRAORDINARY

With your very own pattern mix, you can add some
excitement and a lot of character to your four walls that
no one will be able to easily imitate.

Kiana 1225 / 585, Fellow 1585 / 684

IT'S ALL IN THE MIX

Vega 1223 / 375, Ryse 3041 / 192

Swap the humdrum for the extraordinary. Go for the neverbefore-seen instead of the already-know. Try something
new, special and extravagant: For example, a high-quality
velour jacquard in combination with a timeless moiré
jacquard? A solid colour with the look of hand-crafted
dupioni silk? Or one of our sassy, vibrant prints? Be brave
and add an extravagant touch of joie de vivre to your home
– as an innovative 140 cm wide sheet.
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ACHIEVE THE PERFECT
LOOK IN 5 STEPS
You've been dreaming of new curtains for a while now and are wondering what the easiest way is to bring your idea to life?
Once you've made a few basic decisions, there's nothing standing in your way. We have compiled the most important points
for you. Have fun being creative!

WHICH ROOM ARE YOU PLANNING TO DECORATE?
This is probably the easiest question! There are various functions or finishes that
are suitable for your project, depending on the respective room.
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DO YOU HAVE SPECIAL NEEDS?
There are a few features that will make your life easier. Extremely
easy-care fabrics that are even washable, for example, special thermal fabrics
that provide an optimal indoor climate, fabrics that are flame retardant or
have a darkening effect.

WHAT IS YOUR STYLE?
Clean or whimsical, sheer or lush, fluffy or polished – look for inspiration online to find
out what suits you best. Click here to access the digital fabric catalogue with pin function:
www.ado-goldkante.de/en-gb/fabric-catalogue
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Full moon and street light can now be left outside, because
dimout and blackout fabrics ensure that you get a good
night's sleep.

FASTENING AND PROCESSING
If you want to be entirely flexible, panel curtains are ideal; light and floorlength curtains provide a sense of dynamism; heavy decorative blinds, which
always keep their shape, are very decorative; and if you want to protect yourself from prying eyes, roller blinds are the perfect choice.

WHERE CAN I TURN MY IDEA INTO REALITY?

Lumiere Dimout 1359 / 372 + 733

1

LIGHT CHANGE

A professional interior designer can bring almost any idea to life. You can see the fabrics
up close and get advice without obligation.
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MADE TO MEASURE
AND TO THE POINT
If you want to do the job yourself and redecorate your
home, the interior decorators in our network will be happy to
help you in word and deed. You can find experts nearby at:
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Santo 1224 / 485 + 886

Santo 1224 / 485 + 886

Hector 3017 / 664

www.ado-goldkante.de/en-gb/shop-finder
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Gaston 2580 / 883

ADO Goldkante GmbH & CO. KG

Akela 3134 / 685, Fellow 1585 / 687

info@ado-goldkante.de - www.ado-goldkante.de

